Quantum is offering an LTO-9 pre-purchase program for the Scalar® i6000, Scalar i6, Scalar i3, Scalar i500, AEL6000, AEL6, and AEL500. It’s simple. Buy and use LTO-8 drives today and Quantum will exchange them for LTO-9 drives once they become available.*

Quantum is the market share leader in LTO automation, which illustrates the unique value Quantum automation products provide.

For more information about Quantum tape automation and LTO technology, visit www.quantum.com/lto-9.

* PROGRAM TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The LTO-9 pre-purchase program applies to the Scalar i6000, Scalar i6, Scalar i3, Scalar i500, and Scalar i3 libraries, as well as the StorNext AEL6000, AEL6, and AEL500 archives.

Customer pays a nominal “LTO-9 pre-purchase upgrade” fee at the time of their LTO-8 purchase; customers cannot order the pre-purchase upgrade at a later date; it must be purchased at the same time as the LTO-8 drive.

Quantum will ship LTO-8 drives today, which the customer can use immediately, and then the customer or Quantum (if installation was purchased) will swap out the LTO-8 drives with LTO-9 drives once the LTO-9 drives are available.

Other terms and conditions may apply; contact your Quantum representative for more details.

Quantum reserves the sole right to modify any aspect of the program, or cancel this program at any time, without notice.